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Motivations
What is it that makes quantum physics so different from classical 

physics? 

Entanglement; the fact that you can know everything that can be 

known about a system and know nothing about its parts.

The second distinguishing property of quantum mechanics was 

pointed out by Feynman; namely the extraordinary potential 

complexity of quantum states

Susskind ‘14



Complexity

• Computational Complexity – a notion associated to 

the difficulty of performing some tasks

• What is the minimal amount of some simple 

operations required to perform a task

• Comparing timescales: max S (poly) vs max C (exp)



Holography
Explore these concepts in holography

• AdS/CFT is a holographic equivalence between: (quantum) 

gravity in asymptotically AdS spacetime and (conformal) field 

theories living on its ‘boundary’

• In particular, explore them in 

BRANEWORLD HOLOGRAPHY



Braneworld holography
Basic idea of BRANEWORLD gravity:

recover gravity localized on a lower dimensional 

surface of a higher dimensional bulk spacetime. 

Brane

Randall, Sundrum (1999)

Karch, Randall (2001)



Braneworld holography
Basic idea of BRANEWORLD gravity:

recover gravity localized on a lower dimensional 

surface of a higher dimensional bulk spacetime. 

Cutting the bulk with a (Plank) brane 

• Introduces a (D-1)-dimensional 

graviton massive mode localized on 

the brane

• The CFT is also cutoff in the UV

Brane

You get dynamics on the brane

Randall, Sundrum (1999)

Karch, Randall (2001)



Motivations to study this setup

• Add a Black hole on the Brane



Motivations to study this setup

• Add a Black hole on the Brane

• Double holography



Doubly holographic interpretation

Transparent b.c.

3. Doubly Holographic perspective
View the whole setup as a 

(d+2) AdS without any CFT

1. UV Perspective 2. Brane Perspective



Doubly holographic interpretation

- Now this is just a dynamical (d+1) 

spacetime (a brane) in the (d+2) 

dimensional bulk.

- The EFT of gravity in the (d+1) is just a 

localization of this (d+2) = D gravity on the 

brane (like in the RS setup)

Transparent b.c.



Black hole on the brane

The BH in the bulk is

intersecting the brane

The 4D theory has an

asymptotic boundary

where the CFT3 lives

CFT3 on the 

brane

Emparan, Horowitz, Myers (2000)

Emparan, Fabbri, Kaloper (2002)

Emparan, AMF, Way (2020)



Black hole on the brane
Emparan, Horowitz, Myers (2000)

Emparan, Fabbri, Kaloper (2002)

Emparan, AMF, Way (2020)

EE with negative CC in 4D

The bulk spacetime is a 

solution of the vacuum D

3D CC obtained from: 

4D CC & brane tension

The BH in the bulk is 

intersecting the brane

Transparent boundary conditions 

for the CFT 

btw the boundary and the brane 

(we consider the dCFT)



Quantum Backreaction
• The quantum thermal radiation does, have energy, and therefore, will affect the 

spacetime geometry (back-reaction)

• This back-reaction is governed by the semiclassical Einstein equations

• Classical geometry is modified by the effects of quantum fields

• “Quantum Black Hole”



AdS4 C-metric

The classical metric of this state:

Brane curvature radius

Brane position, tension^(-1)

Quantum corrections on the 

brane

Note: the black hole is NOT in the center of 

AdS4 – it’s accelerating



ACCELERATED BH BLACK HOLE ON THE BRANE

AdS4 C-metric



ACCELERATED BH BLACK HOLE ON THE BRANE

AdS4 C-metric



Metric quBTZ

The 3D metric induced on the brane at x=0

Classical limits
BTZ

Global or Conical AdS3

quBTZ, different properties of the horizon, 

has curvature singularity 



Metric quBTZ

The 3D metric induced on the brane at x=0

quBTZ, different properties of the horizon, 

has curvature singularity 

Interpretation: is as a solution of a theory of 3D gravity, with higher curvature terms, 

coupled to a large number of quantum conformal fields, namely, the holographic CFT dual to 

the 4D bulk.



Holographic Complexity

Susskind et al (2014)



Holographic Complexity

Belin, Myers, Ruan, 

Sárosi, Speranza (2021)

Susskind et al (2014)



Holographic Complexity

Using the C-metric we can compute quantum 

corrections using a classical setup

Belin, Myers, Ruan, 

Sárosi, Speranza (2021)

Susskind et al (2014)



Quantum corrections

However, in the case of RT, adding quantum corrections led to 

unexpected new results that purely classical bulk could not 

have given us
Engelhardt, Wall ‘14

Penington `19

Almheiri, Engelhardt, Marolf, Maxfield `19



Holographic complexity

❑Our system describes a 2-sided BH

❑ we can compute the CV complexity of this state by the volume in 4D or the 

CA by the action in 4D

These quantities should compute the complexity of the quBTZ including the 

bulk complexity of the quantum fields in the large limit of the c3 central charge.

Emparan, AMF, Sasieta, 

Tomašević (2022)



Results 

VOLUME

ACTION



Results for the Volume 

The quantum-corrected VC formula reproduces 

the expected computation rate for a semiclassical 

black hole

up to an O(1) coefficient that depends 

on the mass of the black hole.

➢ The quBTZ computes at a faster rate than the respective BTZ



Results for the Action

o It doesn’t reproduce the complexity rate of the BTZ:

o And, since the same parameters control the inverse tension of the brane, it 

doesn’t distinguish between different bulk geometry:



Summary • The quantum-corrected  VC formula correctly reproduces the 

expected computation rate for a semiclassical black hole

• AC remains still puzzling because it does not give the correct 

classical limit

• Sensitivity of the AC to the singularity 



Thank You


